FUN WITH READING!

Different sharks have different teeth.
Their teeth are perfect for what they eat.
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PREHISTORIC: Prehistoric is a time
before people wrote things down.
EXTINCT: Extinct plants and animals
are no longer alive on Earth.

Long, spiky teeth are
for catching.
Wow! Prehistoric sharks
had really big teeth—up
to six inches!
Flat teeth are for
grinding.

Serrated teeth are
for ripping.

SERRATED: When something is serrated,
it has a jagged edge, like a saw blade.

MEGALODON TOOTH

The megalodon is a prehistoric shark. Scientists made a
life-size model and put in the
teeth they have found.The jaw
is so big that three 8-year-old
kids could stand side-by-side
inside it with plenty of space
above their heads!

TEST YOUR SMARTS!

CHECK OUT THE

A shark is a fish. But it is not like any other fish. Sharks do not have
bones. They have soft cartilage instead. Cartilage helps sharks twist
and turn and move and bend. They are fantastic and often ferocious
and a vital part of the ocean’s ecosystem. How much do you know
about sharks? Let’s find out!
1/QUIZ: Circle each different kind of shark.
BULL

GREAT WHITE

NURSE

SNAKE

HAMMERHEAD

TIGER

WHALE

LEMON

MAKO

ZEBRA
Answer: All are sharks.

2/QUIZ: There are about this many species of sharks:
10

56

100

400
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Answer: More than 400!

3/VOCABULARY: Look up these words in the dictionary.
Write five sentences using each one of them.
CARTILAGE

EXTINCT

PREDATOR

PREY

PREHISTORIC

SERRATED

FUN FACTS!
1/When a shark loses a tooth, a new one moves forward to take its
place. A shark can have thousands of teeth in its lifetime!
2/Sharks take a test bite of prey before eating. Their taste buds tell
them if the prey is fat enough to eat.
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